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Just choose your Edge and get ready to Gleen! Edge numbers
are marked on the back of each Edge. For best results, Gleen
on an ironing board.
EDGE 1: Large, bulky pills. Best for: wool and wool/ synthetic blends.
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EDGE 2: Medium to large pills. Best for: 100% synthetics and blends such
as acrylic, polyester, rayon, fleece; natural fibers such as cotton, cashmere,
and merino wool.
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EDGE 3: Delicate fabrics and fine pills. Best for: silk blends, fine cotton,
natural and synthetic blends with elastane, viscose, and nylon.
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STEP 1: Attach your chosen Edge by gripping the Edge and matching the flat side to the anchor on the handle. Apply slight pressure

until it clicks into place. To remove Edge, just push n’ pull—push the black, easy release button while simultaneously pulling gently on
the Edge. Be careful not to press the release button while Gleening, or the Edge will pop off mid-stroke.

STEP 2: Now you are ready to Gleen! Simply lay the item flat and with one hand hold the fabric taut. With your other hand, use gentle
but firm strokes to remove offending pills and fuzz balls. Always remember to Gleen in the same direction as the grain of the weave.
STEP 3: The Gleener will quickly and efficiently remove pills from the fabric. These unsightly fuzz balls will pile up, so periodically
remove the accumulation from the Edge. Repeat as necessary. To pick up the excess fuzz, lint, and pet hair swipe the built-in lint
brush in a downward motion.
STEP 4: To clean the built-in lint brush, simply rub your palm or thumb in the direction of the velvet brush’s grain. The accumulated
fuzz will roll right off. For a deep clean, use your vacuum with the detail attachment or use Edge 1 by rubbing it along the grain of the
lint brush to remove embedded lint.

IMPORTANT! Gleener is NOT recommended for use on: ultra-fine fabrics such as “burnout” (cotton or jersey) as it may damage
your garment. Gleener should also not be used on fabrics that contain embroidery, deliberate textures, or loose weaves and
knits. Do not put your Gleener in water. See www.gleener.com/faq for more details. ©All rights reserved. Worldwide patents
issued and worldwide patents pending. All Gleener products are covered by a lifetime manufacturer’s warranty against defects.
If you would like to file a warranty claim please email info@gleener.com or call (514) 735-0000 or 1-855-GLEENER (453-3637).
Worn Edges are not covered under our manufacturer’s warranty. Replacement Edges sold separately.
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